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ORIENTABLE HYPERBOLIC 4-MANIFOLDS OVER THE 120-CELL
JIMING MA AND FANGTING ZHENG
Abstract. Since there is no hyperbolic Dehn filling theorem in higher dimensions, it is
difficult to construct concrete hyperbolic manifolds of small volume in dimension at least
four. We build up a census of closed hyperbolic 4-manifolds of volume 34pi
2
3
· 16 by using
small cover theory over the right-angled 120-cell. In particular, we classify all the orientable
4-dimensional small covers over the 120-cell and obtain exactly 56 many up to homeomor-
phism. Moreover, we calculate the homologies of the obtained orientable closed hyperbolic
4-manifolds and all of them have even intersection forms.
1. Introduction
1.1. Hyperbolic manifolds. By Thurston-Perelman’s Geometrization Theorem, most 3-
manifolds are hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Moreover, from a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold M , it is
easy to construct closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds by Dehn filling along the cusped tori according
to Jorgensen-Thurston theory. However, there is no such Jorgensen-Thurston theory in Hn
when n is equal or greater than 4. If we fill a higher dimensional cusped hyperbolic n-
manifold, we will get an n-manifold with Einstein metric and the fundamental group is relative
hyperbolic rather than hyperbolic in general [1]. Hence, some alternative methods should be
developed for depicting the high dimension cases. Martelli and Riolo onces studied the 4-
dimensional hyperbolic Dehn filling to another extend [30]. They give out 1-parameter H4
cone-manifolds connecting two manifolds, a compact H4-manifold and a cusped H4-manifold,
that of the same volume.
On the other hand, beside the well-known Four Color Theorem, it is helpful to do some
routine calculation by computer to understand manifold theory, for example see [10, 11, 15,
17, 18, 22, 25, 26, 28]. In hyperbolic circumstance, there is still a shortage of some more
universal techniques, or even concrete examples prepared for further research. Ratcliffe and
Tschantz once determined the structure of the congruence two subgroup Γ42 of the group
Γ4 of integral, positive, Lorentzian 5 × 5 matrices and classify all the integral, congruence
two, hyperbolic 4-manifolds of minimum volume [33]. They constructed a cusped manifold
census with 1171 members. Later, Saratchandran used Ratcliffe-Tschantz census to study
the topology of cusped H4-manifolds [36, 37, 38, 39]. Martelli said in [29] “One of the most
important papers on hyperbolic four-manifolds is the Ratcliffe-Tschantz census”.
In constructing hyperbolic manifolds, it is quite usual to firstly construct a hyperbolic
orbifold in Hn and then apply the Selberg’s Lemma to obtain a manifold by finite covering.
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However, the procedure of doing covering is of less efficiency. We only know that after some
t-degree covering we can get a manifold. But we don’t have a universal way to figure out what
exactly the t is. For example, by Selberg’s Lemma, if Γ is a Kleinian group (resp. Fuchsian
group) of finite co-volume (resp. co-area), it contains a torsion-free subgroup of finite index.
For Fuchsian case, the minimal index of a torsion-free subgroup of Γ is bounded above by
twice the lowest common multiple (LCM) of the orders of the finite subgroups of Γ [14].
While Jones-Reid showed that the complex version differs a lot. Specially, they exhibited a
sequence Γk of co-compact Kleinian groups of which the ratio of the minimum index to the
LCM can be arbitrarily large [23].
For small cover, such problem is solved in dimension 3 thanks to the Four Color Theorem.
By the way, it is still open that for a 3-dimensional simple polytope P with associated right-
angled Coxeter group Γ, how to show Γ has a torsion-free subgroup of index 8 without using
Four Color Theorem. In higher dimensions, such problem still encounters great difficulty and
that is actually another research topic about the Buchsterber invariant [3]. In our paper,
we use small cover theory, assisted by computer, to construct a family of closed hyperbolic
4-manifolds, which are obtained after conducting 16-sheet covering. We want to improve the
understanding of the topology of hyperbolic 4-manifolds based on our census, for example,
by studying the Kirby diagrams of closed hyperbolic 4-manifolds.
Comparing to the result of Ratcliffe and Tschantz, we consider the minimal index torsion
free subgroups of the Coxeter group over the 120-cell. Our Coxeter group here is larger than
Γ4 and is even harder to find out minimal index torsion free subgroups of it. See [12, 34]
for another hyperbolic 4-manifold which is obtained from a 2pi5 -angled 120-cell and named as
Davis manifold. See also [11, 26] for nine more hyperbolic 4-manifolds with small volume
constructed in other ways.
Small covers, or Coxeter orbifolds, were studied by Davis and Januszkiewicz in [13],
see also [45]. They are a class of n-manifolds which admit locally standard Zn2 -actions, such
that the orbit spaces are n-dimensional simple polyhedra. The algebraic and topological
properties of a small cover are closely related to the combinatorics of the orbit polyhedron
and the coloring on its boundary. For example, the mod 2 Betti number β
(2)
i of a small
cover M over the polytope P agrees with hi, where h = (h0, h1, . . . , hn) is the h-vector of the
polytope P [13].
Every small cover can be 2-parameterized by a pair of polytope and characteristic func-
tion. The parameterized function is often briefly denoted as a characteristic vector and called
as a coloring. We will say more about this in Section 2.
Garrison and Scott in [19] considered the simplest Z42-coloring case over the right-angled
120-cell, which means the image of the characteristic functions are set to be {e1, e2, e3, e4, e1+
e2 + e3 + e4}, and they found out there is a unique such non-orientable manifold up to
homeomorphism. This manifold and the corresponding characteristic function are called as
Garrison-Scott manifold and Garrison-Scott coloring respectively in our paper.
We now furtherly study other hyperbolic manifolds obtained from right-angled 120-cell
and their intersection forms. We obtain the following theorems.
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Theorem 1.1. There are exactly 56 orientable small covers over the right-angled hyperbolic
120-cell up to homeomorphism.
Theorem 1.2. There are exactly two eight-coloring non-orientable small covers over the
right-angled hyperbolic 120-cell up to homeomorphism.
Theorem 1.3. Let λ59 be the Garrison-Scott coloring. With a suitable order of facets of the
120-cell E, if we fix the images of the first 33 facets under λ59 and range over all admissible
colors in Z42 for facets from the 34-th to the 120-th, we can get exactly two small covers over
the right-angled hyperbolic 120-cell up to homeomorphism. One is the original Garrison-Scott
manifold and the other is a new 9-coloring manifold M(E , λ60).
The suitable order of facets are as shown in Table 15–17. And the dodecahedral bound-
ary of the 120-cell can be divided into nine layers according to the distance from a the first
facet F1. The first 33 many facets form actually the first three layers. See Section 3 for more
details.
In total, we find 59 new closed H4-manifolds with volume 544pi23 by two algorithms, see
Table 9, 10 and 12. The first Color-Recursion algorithm is much more universal but of low
efficiency in our setting. And the second Block-Pasting algorithm is far more effective by
taking advantage of the symmetry information of the 120-cell but still encounter difficulty of
unaffordable running time when considering k-coloring, where k is equal or greater than 9.
But we have figured out all the orientable small cover over the 12-cell, which is realized by
at most 8 many colors. See Section 6 for more details. And we plan to furtherly study the
topology of the H4-manifold based on those constructed examples.
1.2. Intersection form. In general, we do not know much about hyperbolic 4-manifolds.
For example, it is even unknown whether there is a closed oriented hyperbolic four-manifold
with odd intersection form or not so far [29]. The Davis manifold is the first H4-manifold
example we know its intersection form [34], which is the even type ⊕36
(
0 1
1 0
)
. And we
construct here 60 more examples with even intersection forms.
Theorem 1.4. For the 60 manifolds denoted by M1, ...,M56,M57,M58,M59,M60, where the
subscript is the order of result manifold being claimed in Table 9–12, we have their algebraic
topologies as below:
Hi(M ;R) M = Mj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 56 M = Mj , 57 ≤ j ≤ 60 M = M˜j , j = 59 M = M˜j , j = 57, 58, 60
R = Z R = Q
i = 0 Z Z Q Q
i = 1 Z1162 Z1162 Q115 Q51
i = 2 Z134 ⊕ Z1162 Zc ⊕ Z(250−c)2 Q500 Q372
i = 3 trivial Z(c−135) ⊕ Z2 Q115 Q51
i = 4 Z Z2 Q Q
Q(M) ⊕67
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊕250
(
0 1
1 0
)
⊕186
(
0 1
1 0
)
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where c is the sum of the first reduced Betti numbers of Kω for ω ∈ row Λ and we did
not calculated the exact value. And Q(M) is the intersection form of the orientable 4-
manifold M . Among these sixty 4-dimensional small covers over the 120-cell E, the manifolds
M1,M2, ...,M56 are orientable while M57,M58,M59,M60 are non-orientable. Moreover M˜j is
the orientable double cover of Mj for 57 ≤ j ≤ 60.
Outline of the paper: In Section 2 and Section 3, we show some preliminaries on
algebraic theory of small covers and combinatorics of the 120-cell respectively. In Section 4
we give the Color-Recursion algorithm, which is kind of universal but of low efficiency, to deal
with the {4, 5, 6, 7}-coloring cases of 4-dimensional small covers over the 120-cell E and obtain
Theorem 1.3. Based on the high symmetry of the 120-cell, we then introduce another much
more efficient Block-Pasting algorithm in Section 5 and study the more complicated {8, 9}-
coloring 4-dimensional small covers over the 120-cell E . We classify all the 4-dimensional small
covers over the right-angled 120-cell that are obtained in previous sections by homeomorphism
in Section 6 and therefore prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. Finally we consider the
intersection forms of all these manifolds and finish the proof of Theorem 1.4 in Section 7.
2. Small cover
2.1. Small cover. For an n-dimensional simple polytope P , Davis and Januszkiewicz [13]
showed that if there is a 2n-index torsion-free subgroup Γ of the Coxeter group over P , then
the manifold corresponding to this subgroup is a small cover over P . It is a manifold with
Zn2 group action.
Moreover, there is another equivalent but more practical way in describing small cover by
using the language of coloring [13]: Let F(P ) = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm} be the set of co-dimensional
one faces of P . Then we can define a Zn2 -coloring characteristic function
λ : F(P ) = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm} −→ Zn2 ,
where λ(Fi1), λ(Fi2), . . . , λ(Fin) generate Zn2 when the n facets Fi1 , Fi2 , . . . , Fin share a com-
mon vertex. This requirement is called as non-singular condition. The corresponding charac-
teristic matrix is what obtained by placing the image of facets Fi under λ column by column.
By the way, such function λ is not destined to exist and its existence is concerned with the
Buchstaber invariant [3]. The existence problem is only solved in dimension 3 thanks to the
Four Color Theorem and still widely open in higher dimensions.
If the characteristic function λ is defined successfully, then we can construct an n-
manifold M(P, λ) := P × Zn2/ ∼ by the following equivalent relation:
(x, g1) ∼ (y, g2)⇐⇒
{
x = y and g1 = g2 if x ∈ intP,
x = y and g−11 g2 ∈ Gf if x ∈ ∂P,
where f = Fi1 ∩ · · · ∩ Fin−k is the unique co-dimensional (n − k)-face that contains x as
an interior point, and Gf is the subgroup generated by λ(Fi1), λ(Fi2), . . . , λ(Fin−k). Here
the manifold M(P, λ) is called a small cover over P . For example, defining a Z22-coloring
characteristic function λ on the square I2 as show in Figure 1, where (1, 0) = e1 and (0, 1) = e2
are the standard basis of Z22.
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Figure 1. A coloring on the square with respect to Klein bottle.
Then the recovered manifold M(I2, λ) is the Klein bottle.
To keep the data concise, we encode every Z∗2-coloring by an integer through the binary-
to-decimal conversion. For example, in the Z32-coloring case, we can use 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
to represent the following seven colorings (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1)
and (1, 1, 1) respectively. Then a characteristic matrix can also be viewed as a characteristic
vector. For example, for the Z42-coloring characteristic matrix
(λ(F1), λ(F2), λ(F3), λ(F4), λ(F5)) =

1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
,
the corresponding characteristic vector C is (1, 2, 4, 8, 15). The characteristic function λ, the
characteristic matrix Λ and the characteristic vector C can be inferred from each other easily.
Here the characteristic vector C is the most concise representing form among them.
H. Nakayama and Y. Nishimura have studied the orientability of a small cover in [32]
and below is the main theorem.
Theorem 2.1. (H. Nakayama-Y. Nishimura [32])For a simple n-dimensional polytope L, and
for a basis {e1, ..., en} of Zn2 , a homomorphism  : Zn2 → Z2 = {0, 1} is defined by (ei) = 1,
for each i = 1, ..., n. A small cover M(L, λ) is orientable if and only if there exists a basis
{e1, ..., en} of Zn2 such that the image of λ is {1}.
From Theorem 2.1 we can see, the orientability of a small cover can be detected easily by
the characteristic matrix. Moreover, (1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0, 1),
(0, 0, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1, 1) in Z42, which are the binary form of 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15 respectively,
are the only 7 elements whose item sum are 0 mod 2. So a coloring vector of a non-orientable
Z42-coloring, which corresponds to a non-orientable 4-manifold should contain at least one of
3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12 and 15.
2.2. GLn(Z2)-equivalent. To consider a small cover over a polytope, we always firstly fix
the colorings of n facets of the n-dimensional simple polytope P , which are adjacent to a
fixed vertex, to be e1, e2, · · · en, the standard basis of Zn2 . In other words, the general linear
group action GLn(Z2) is now moduled out. All elements in each class of {M(P, λ)}/GLn(Z2)
are said to be GLn(Z2)-equivalent, where {M(P, λ)} is the set of all possible small covers
over P . For example, assuming P is a square, and we order its facets as shown in Figure 2
(1). Then there are totally 18 small covers that recovered from 18 colored P . The image of
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every characteristic function on F(P ) is arranged in a vector, (λ(F1), λ(F2), λ(F3), λ(F4)),
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. All the small covers over square.
(e1, e2, e1, e2) (e1, e2, e1, e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, e1, e2, e1)
(e2, e1, e2, e1) (e2, e1 e2, e1 + e2) (e1, e2, e1 + e2, e2)
(e1 + e2, e1, e1 + e2, e1) (e1 + e2, e1, e1 + e2, e2) (e2, e1, e1 + e2, e1)
(e1, e1 + e2, e1, e1 + e2) (e1, e1 + e2, e1, e2) (e1 + e2, e2, e1, e2)
(e2, e1 + e2, e2, e1 + e2) (e2, e1 + e2, e2, e1) (e2, e1 + e2, e1, e1 + e2)
(e1 + e2, e2, e1 + e2, e2) (e1 + e2, e2, e1 + e2, e1) (e1, e1 + e2, e2, e1 + e2)
After fixing the colors of the first two adjacent facets to be e1 and e2, we get three
GL2(Z2)-equivalent classes in total. Three representatives picked from each of the classes are
illustrated in Figure 2, where the characteristic functions in (2), (3) and (4) of Figure 2 are
denoted by λ1, λ2 and λ3 respectively.
Figure 2. Three GL2(Z2)-equivalent representatives.
In the following, we always apply this routine operation that firstly generating an initial
admissible set of characteristic functions over a polytope P , namely the GLn(Zn)-equivalent
representatives, and then grouping them by different homeomorphic classes furthermore.
3. Combinatorics of the 120-cell
In this section, we will give some necessary combinatoric information about the 120-cell
E with a fixed coordinates of the facets’ centers, which is of great importance in constructing
the corresponding 4-dimensional small covers. S. Schleimer and H. Segerman contribute a
lot in the study of 120-cell, see [40]. Most of the information in this section is well-known for
experts and we collect them here for the convenience of readers.
3.1. Dodecahedron. A regular dodecahedron or pentagonal dodecahedron (abbreviated as
dodecahedron and denoted as D in the following), represented by the Schla¨fli symbol {5, 3},
is a simple 3-dimensional polytope in R3 with 12 regular pentagonal faces, 20 vertices and 30
edges. See Figure 9 in Section 5.
The full symmetry group A(Pn) of an n-dimensional polytope Pn is the group of all
transformations under which the polytope Pn is invariant. And the group operation is com-
position. It is the same with the combinatorial automorphism group of the n-dimensional
polytope Pn if Pn is regular. The group A(Pn) includes a subgroup of orientation-preserving
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isometries A+(Pn) and a subset of orientation-reversing isometries A−(Pn). For the symme-
try group of dodecahedron D, we have following well-known lemma, for example see [40]:
Lemma 3.1. |A(D)| = 120 and |A+(D)| = 60.
The group of orientation-preserving symmetries of the dodecahedron D is known as the
alternating group on 5 letters, which is denoted as A5. And the full symmetry group is a
semi-direct product A5 n Z2. The latter group is also known as the Coxeter group H3, and
is also represented by Coxeter notation [5, 3].
3.2. SO(3) and rigid motion. Special orthogonal group, denoted by SO(n), is the group
of n × n orthogonal matrices with determinant 1. This is also the group of rigid motions of
Rn fixing the origin. Such group is also called the rotation group, because in dimensions of
2 and 3, according to Euler’s rotation theorem, its elements are the usual rotations around
a point in dimension 2 or around a line in dimension 3. See [40] for detailed discussions in
studying the symmetries of D from the rigid motion’s point of view.
3.3. Quaternions. The quaternions H is a 4-dimensional vector space over the real num-
bers which is endowed with three operations: addition, scalar multiplication and quaternion
multiplication.
Let < 1, i, j, k > be the usual basis for R4. Then H = R⊕ I = R⊕ iR⊕ jR⊕ kR, where
I = iR⊕ jR⊕ kR is the subspace of purely imaginary quaternions. The sum of two elements
of H is defined to be their sum as elements of R4. Similarly the product of an element of
H and a real number is defined to be the same with the scalar product in R4. Associative
quaternion multiplication is defined by firstly setting the products of basis elements:
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1,
and then applying the distributive law to define the general situation.
Let q = a + bi + cj + dk be a quaternion. The conjugate of q is the quaternion q∗ =
a−bi−cj−dk. The conjugate of a product of two quaternions is the product of the conjugates
in reverse order. That is, if p and q are quaternions, then (pq)∗ = q∗p∗. The square root of the
product of a quaternion with its conjugate is called its norm and is denoted by ||q||, namely
||q|| = √qq∗ = √q∗q = √a2 + b2 + c2 + d2. Using this norm we can define the 3-sphere S3,
namely the set of unit quaternions {q ∈ H | ||q|| = 1}. The 3-sphere S3 actually form a group
under quaternion multiplication. The point 1 + 0i + 0j + 0k serves as the identity and the
associativity and inversing are inherited from H. For two points p and q in quaternion H, we
can furtherly define the norm of their difference: d(p, q) = ||p − q|| as the distance between
them. And the metric on H naturally induces the round metric dS(p, q) = arccos(< p, q >)
on the 3-sphere. According to [40], the group structure and geometry of S3 interact with each
other in the following way:
Lemma 3.2. The left and right actions of S3 on H correspond to its orientation-preserving
isometries in Isom+(S3).
Here Isom+(S3) ∼= Isom+0 (I) ∼= SO(3), where Isom+0 (I) is the group of orientation-
preserving isometries of I fixing the origin.
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Furthermore, for q ∈ S3, we can define a twist action φq : H → H, p 7→ φq(p) = qpq−1.
Then by restriction, we have ψq := φq|I : I → I, where ψq ∈ SO(3). The association of H
naturally ensures ψqr = ψqψr.
Thus we define a double covering ψ : S3 → SO(3), q 7→ ψq, where ψq : p → ψq(p) ∈ I
for all p ∈ I. Especially, A+(D) is a subgroup of SO(3) with 60 elements, named as the
dodecahedral group. Then D∗ , ψ−1(A+(D)) ⊂ S3 is a group with 120 elements, named as
binary dodecahedral group. And this group will be used to illustrate the 120-cell E later.
3.4. The 120-cell E. The right-angled 120-cell E is a 4-dimensional compact hyperbolic
polytope with volume 343 pi
2. It has 120 dodecahedral facets, 720 pentagonal ridges, 1200
edges, and 600 vertices as shown in Figure 3. There are 4 facets meeting at each vertex.
Figure 3 shows a tessellation of S3 into 120 many dodecahedra and the layer structure of
the facet boundary. The first layer is the unbounded dodecahedral facet containing ∞. The
second layer consists of 12 dodecahedral facets. The adjacencies between the second and
third layers can be seen in Figure 3 with little effort. We will talk more about the layer
structure later.
Figure 3. Facet boundary of the 120-cell, from the web.
Now by building some appropriate Voronoi cells we can obtain a demonstration of the
4-dimensional polytope 120-cell by means of quaternion. First of all we give the definition of
Voronoi cell.
Definition 3.3. Suppose V is a finite set of points in a metric space X, the Voronoi cell
about a point q ∈ V is the set V or(q) = {r ∈ X|for all p ∈ V, dX(q, r) ≤ dX(r, p)}.
We now give a point set in the 3-sphere S3 such that the Voronoi cell around each point
is a regular spherical dodecahedron. And those cells actually form a tiling of S3.
Explicitly, the centers of the 120 Voronoi cells, namely D∗, can be given as the union of
the 24 Hurwitz units {±1,±i,±j,±k, 12(±1 ± i ± j ± k)} and 96 quaternions obtained from
1
2(0 ± i ± φ−1j ± φk) by an even permutation of all the four coordinates 0, 1, φ−1, φ, and
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with all possible sign combinations. Here φ = 12(1 +
√
5) is the golden ratio. The convex
hull of these 120 points is the regular 4-dimensional polytope 600-cell, which is the simplicial
polytope dual to the 120-cell E .
We label the 120 facets by its tilling center in Table 15–17 in Appendix for the con-
venience of reader. That means we fix the coordinates of the facets of the 120-cell E . The
set V (E) , {(1, 0, 0, 0), 12(φ, 0, φ−1, 1), ..., (−1, 0, 0, 0)}, with the cardinality of 120, is the set
of all the facet-center coordinates. We can divide those facets into nine spherical layers as
shown in Table 2 according to the distance between the identity 1+0i+0j+0k and the other
facets under the round metric. See [40] for detailed geometric illustration. We also calculate
the quaternion degrees of Voronoi cells’ centers, which are coincide with the algebraic results
given in [20].
Table 2. Nine-layer structure of the facets of the 120-cell E .
Layer Distance # Voronoi cell Degree of the quaternion
of Voronoi cell’s center
1 0 1 1
2 pi/5 12 10
3 pi/3 20 6
4 2pi/5 12 5
5 pi/2 30 4
6 3pi/5 12 10
7 2pi/3 20 3
8 4pi/5 12 5
9 pi 1 2
Generally speaking, for a regular n-dimensional simple polytope Pn inscribed in an
(n− 1)-sphere Sn−1, we have a bijective map p : ∂Pn → Sn−1, x 7→ x||x||Rn .
We use {1, ...,m} to label the facets of Pn, where m = |F(Pn)|, and denote C(Pn) =
{p1, ..., pm} the coordinate set of facets’ centers of Pn. Here pi is the coordinate of the center
of i-th facet.
Then we can get a tiling T (Pn) on Sn−1 by building m (n− 1)-dimensional qi-centered
Voronoi cell V or(qi), where qi ∈ p(C(Pn)). We write V or(i) short for V or(qi). Two cells
V or(i) and V or(j) are said to be adjacent if V or(i) ∩ V or(j) is an (n− 2)-cell.
Definition 3.4. Let X(T (Pn)) = (aij)m×m be the spherical adjacent matrix of T (Pn),
where
aij =
{
1 if V or(i) and V or(j) are adjacent in T (Pn)
0 otherwise
.
The spherical adjacent matrix of T (Pn) is the same with the adjacent matrix of facet
set of the polytope Pn.
In the case the of 120-cell E , we firstly prepare 120 Voronoi centers V(E) used for
generating a tiling T (D∗) on S3, which is of one-to-one correspondence with C(E). That is
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p(C(E)) = V(E). The distance from the center of the facet F1 to those facets adjacent to it,
namely the 12 facets in the second layer, can be calculated to be pi5 , according to the round
metric on S3. Every facet of the 120-cell E is adjacent to exactly 12 facets. The distance
between facet centers of every two adjacent ones is always pi5 . Therefore we can probe the
adjacent relation by examining dS(qi, qj) for all qi, qj ∈ V(E). Moreover, if a simply polytope
is flag, then all the adjacent information is included in the adjacent matrix. The 120-cell E
can be verified to be flag with little effort.
We now get the adjacent matrix of the 120-cell E , denoted as XE , by calculating mutual
distances of facets. For a better demonstration, we firstly depict the adjacent relations
among different spherical layers Li (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) in Figure 4 and detail the adjacency between
interacting layers in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Adjacent relations among nine layers.
Two layers are called as an adjacent layer pair if they are adjacent, e.g (L1, L2), (L5, L7)
ect. We now give out all the adjacent matrices XLi,Lj , abbreviated as Xij , for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 9
in Figure 15 – 22, which can be obtained from Table 15-17 in Appendix. For clarity, we
represent the matrix by a colored grid. The uncolored entries are all of value 0. The diagonal
items are marked specially with dark shading and other positions with values of 1 are filled
with light shading. The whole symmetric adjacent matrix for the 120-cell E is
XE =

X11 X12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X21 X22 X23 X24 0 0 0 0 0
0 X32 X33 X34 X35 0 0 0 0
0 X42 X43 X44 X45 X46 0 0 0
0 0 X53 X54 X55 X56 X57 0 0
0 0 0 X64 X65 X66 X67 X68 0
0 0 0 0 X75 X76 X77 X78 0
0 0 0 0 0 X86 X87 X88 X89
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X98 X99

,
where Xji = X
T
ij .
Moreover, we can read from the matrix X12 that the first four facets of the 120-cell E
are adjacent to each other. So following the standard operation, Fi are colored by ei for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 up to GL4(Z2)-equivalent, where {ei}4i=1 is the standard basis set of Z42.
3.5. Symmetry group of 120-cell E. Even though the symmetry group, or equivalently
the combinatorial automorphism group, of the 120-cell E , denoted as A(E), is well-known
as the Coxeter group with diagram H4, we still need to figure out the concrete element
information in order to classify 4-dimensional small covers over the right-angled 120-cell by
homeomorphism. This part is important for Section 6.
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By Lemma 3.2, the orientation-preserving symmetries correspond to the left and right
quaternion multiplications. Every ordered set obtained by multiplying one element of the set
V(E) from left and one element of the set V(E) from the right (maybe the same with the left
multiple) contribute a rotational symmetry element of A+(E). By searching back the position
of each new element in the original set V(E), we can get the corresponding isometry. Because
the symmetry obtained by left-acting a1 +b1i+c1j+d1k and right-acting −a2 +b2i+c2j+d2k
is the same with left-acting −a1− b1i− c1j− d1k and right-acting a2− b2i− c2j− d2k. Then
among all 120× 120 = 14400 results, there are only 7200 left after duplicating. Furthermore
if we do the quaternion conjugation to every item of all the 7200 results that representing
different orientation-preserving isometry, we can get the corresponding orientation-reserving
ones. So there are also 7200 orientation-reserving symmetries of the 120-cell E . Then we have
search out 14400 different elements in the symmetry group A(E). From the well-known result
that |A(E)| = 14400, it can be claimed that all the elements in A(E) have been depicted
clearly by showing how its facets are permutated. We accomplish this step by means of
programming.
4. Color-Recursion algorithm
Having the adjacent matrix under preparation, we start to construct some small covers
over the right-angled 120-cell E . In other words, we are going to find out all the Z42-coloring
characteristic functions of which the non-singularity condition is satisfied for every vertex of
the right-angled 120-cell E . We design two algorithms for this problem.
4.1. Color-Recursion algorithm. The first algorithm, named as Color-Recursion, is
somehow much more universal. It can handle all the flag polytopes with the information
of adjacent matrix about facets theoretically. By the way, the flag property is not essential
for computing. We can generalize such algorithm to meet all simple polytopes by slightly
modifying the inputted data and the judging criteria. The intersection information, namely
every vertex is formed by which n facets, should be prepared ahead. And for a flag polytope,
all intersection information can be read only from the adjacent matrix.
After coloring the first four facets standardly, namely the adjacent facets F1, F2, F3 and
F4 are colored by e1, e2, e3 and e4 respectively, we start to color the rest by the order of their
label numbers. And now we use the simplex criterion to build up a coloring vector over
an n-dimensional polytope. This name comes from the fact that the vertex linking of every
vertex of a simply polytope is an (n − 1)-simplex. Suppose now the first (i − 1) facets have
been colored, it is time to color the facet Fi.
The initial candidate set of admissible colors for Fi, denoted as d
0(Fi), is Zn2 − {0},
we will later use simplex criterion to cancel the colors that fail to meet the non-singular
condition.
By adjacent matrix XE , we seek out a set A1(Fi) of facets that adjacent to Fi. If
A1(Fi) = ∅, then the color probing for Fi is over and all the 2n − 1 candidates are qualified.
If A1(Fi) 6= ∅, we then detail the set by {Fi1 , Fi2 , ..., Fik}, where k is the number of
facets that are adjacent to the facet Fi. We denote c(Fi) to be the color of a colored facet Fi.
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From the viewpoint of polytope duality, every facet and co-dimensional 2 face of the 120-cell
correspond to a vertex and an edge of the 600-cell respectively. Now we have k 1-simplices
as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The 1-simplex criterion.
Applying the simplex criterion means using the simplex model to check whether the
color is admissible or not. The color set that have been tested by the criterion is called as
result color set.
By operating 1-simplex criterion, we obtain
d1(Fi) = d(Fi)− Span{c(Fi1)} − ...− Span{c(Fik)} = d(Fi)− c(Fi1)− ...− c(Fik).
That means every 1-simplex would not have the same colors on its two endpoints. If
d1(Fi) is empty, then we should go back to change the color of (i− 1)-th facet and apply the
1-simplex criterion again. If there is still no other admissible choices for Fi−1, we will move
one more facet backward, namely to the (i− 2)-th facet, to check the simplex criterion. This
operation, named after tracing-back, will end when we even fail in supplying suitable color
for the facet F5. Then we claim we can not build any characteristic vector over the 120-cell
E because we get stuck in the beginning. In other words, there is no small cover over the
120-cell E . But in the real practice, there are indeed some coloring vectors being constructed
successfully. So in the following, we always assume that the dt(Fi), a terminology that will
be explained soon, would not be empty till we finish the last simplex criterion. If not, we
just carry on the tracing-back until no more color can be chosen for coloring the facet F5.
After searching out d1(Fi), we look for the facet pair which are both linked to Fi as
well as linked together themselves. Therefore the three facets and their intersecting co-
dimensional 2 faces form the 1-skeleton of a 2-simplex in the dual polytope as shown in
Figure 6. Likewise, if A2(Fi) = ∅, then the result colors set for Fi is d1(Fi). Otherwise, we
assume A2(Fi) = {(Fi1 , Fi2), ...(Fij , Fik)}, and
d2(Fi) = d
1(Fi)− Span{c(Fi1), c(Fi2)} − ...− Span{c(Fij ), c(Fik)}.
Figure 6. The 2-simplex criterion.
That means no color of vertice of every 2-simplex can be represented as the linear combination
of colors of the other two. Here the coefficient group for the combination is Z2.
Next we turn to adjacent matrix for the facet triple set such that they and the facet Fi
as well as the contained co-dimensional 2 faces are linked together to form the 1-skeleton of a
tetrahedron as shown in Figure 7. If such a set is empty, the result colors set for Fi is d
2(Fi).
Otherwise, we assume A3(Fi) = {(Fi1 , Fi2 , Fi3), ...(Fij , Fik , Fil)}.
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Figure 7. The 3-simplex criterion.
We have d2(Fi) = d
1(Fi)− Span{c(Fi1), c(Fi2), c(Fi3)} − ...− Span{c(Fij ), c(Fik), c(Fil)}.
Since every facet in an n-dimensional simple polytope is adjacent to exactly (n − 1)
facets, we can stop after conducting the (n − 1)-simplex criterion checking. Namely we can
acquire the final result colors set for the facet Fi no later than encountering d
n−1(Fi). For
the 4-dimensional polytope 120-cell E , we only need to convert the 1-simplex, 2-simplex and
3-simplex criterion into programming.
There are totally 15 colors in our Z42-coloring situation. A k-coloring case means a
coloring case in which exactly k different colors are used to construct the characteristic
vectors. These k colorings form a set named as coloring set and denoted by {c1, c2, ..., ck}.
Four of the k colors are set to be the standard basis, e1, e2, e3 and e4, so as to obtain the
GL4(Z2)-equivalent classes of small covers over given polytope. The (k − 4) other colors
are called as added colors. Specially, there is no added color in the 4-coloring case. The
pseudocode for the Color-Recursion algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Moreover, by firstly examining the stabilizer of a vertex, we select out the representatives
of added colors for every k-coloring case such that our computation can be greatly downscaled.
Lemma 4.1. The stabilizer of every vertex in the symmetry group of the regular polytope
120-cell E is S4, the symmetry group over 4 letters.
Based on the well-known Lemma 4.1, we classify all the k-colorings over the 120-cell E .
Their representatives of added colors are arranged in Table 18 in Appendix. We call the case
with colorings 1, 2, 4, 8, c1, ..., ck as (c1, ..., ck)-coloring, or a (k+ 4)-coloring case defined on
(c1, ..., ck). In other words, we have the following corollary, which is a standard claim for
5-coloring case and can be parallelly generalized for every k-coloring case based on Table 18.
Corollary 4.2. Every characteristic function λ over the 120-cell E with |Im(λ)| = 5 be-
longs to a certain GL4(Z2)-equivalent class whose coloring set is one of the following three
possibilities: {1, 2, 4, 8, 3}, {1, 2, 4, 8, 7} and {1, 2, 4, 8, 15}.
In other words, for a characteristic function λ as assumed in Corollary 4.2, there exists
another characteristic function λ∗ and Im(λ∗) ∈ {{1, 2, 4, 8, 3}, {1, 2, 4, 8, 7}, {1, 2, 4, 8, 15}}
such that the 4-manifold M(E , λ∗) is homeomorphic to the 4-manifold M(E , λ). Therefore
M(E , λ∗) and M(E , λ) are DJ-equivalent in terms of Section 6.
Garrison-Scott once considered the simplest non-orientable small covers over the 120-
cell [19], namely with 5 colorings of {e1, e2, e3, e4, e1 + e2 + e3 + e4}. They proved that there
are only 10 characteristic vectors can be constructed upto GL4(Z2)-equivalent in this (15)-
coloring setting. And they all belonged to the same DJ-equivalent class, therefore they are
mutually homeomorphic. We will talk more about this rigidity in Section 6. Moreover the
added color (15) is actually one of the three representatives when k = 5 in Table 18.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for Color-Recursion algorithm
Input:
MN×N : Adjacent matrix of the right-angled 120-cell E
v1×N :(1, 2, 4, 8, 0, 0, ..., 0, 0)
coloring set C: {1, 2, 4, 8, c1, ...ck}
Output:
Result←ColorRecursion(5,v): set of characteristic vector (up to GL4(Z2)-equivalent)
satisfying nonsingularity condition
Function Check(s, i, vector) . to check whether the color i is permitted to color the
s-th facet when the front s-1 many facets are colored as the front s-1 non-trivial items of
vector
A← the set of orders of facets that adjacent to the s-th facet
for all j in A do
if j > s then
break
if the j-th item of vector is the same with i then . 1-simplex criterion
return FALSE
for all p in {x | x > j, x ∈ A} do
if p > s then
break
if the j-th facet and p-th facet are connected & the three colors, namely the
color i as well as the colors of the j-th and the p-th facets, failed to satisfy the 2-simplex
criterion then
return FALSE
for all q in {x | x > p, x ∈ A} do
if q > s then
break
if the j-th facet, p-th and q-th facet are mutually connected & the four colors,
namely the color i as well as the colors of the j-th, the p-th and the q-th facets, failed to
satisfy the 3-simplex criterion then
return FALSE
return TRUE
Function ColorRecursion(s,color)
if s = N then
print color
for all i in the given coloring set C do
the s-th item of vector is valued by i
if Check(s,i,vector) then
ColorRecursion(s+ 1,vector)
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4.2. {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}-coloring 4-dimensional small covers over the 120-cell E. We
use the Color-Recursion algorithm to check 4-coloring, 5-coloring, 6-coloring and 7-coloring
settings, abbreviated as {4, 5, 6, 7}-coloring cases, and have Proposition 4.3. The machine
we use is equipped with the system of Windows 7 Ultimate. Its processor is AMD A8-7100
Redeon R5, 8 compute Cores 4C + 4G (4 CPUs) 1.8GHz and the RAM is 16384MB. And
we use Python as our programming language. It cost 11.069 seconds to recalculate the (15)-
coloring case, namely the Garrison-Scott manifold by this algorithm. We detail this vector
in Table 11 and it took nearly 11 hours to accomplish the calculation about 7-coloring case.
We now have the following proposition:
Proposition 4.3. There is only one small cover of 5-coloring, i.e. the Garrison-Scott man-
ifold, and no {4, 6, 7}-coloring small cover over the right-angled 120-cell E.
But when we want to move on to deal with the 8-coloring case, the low efficiency and
huge time consumption make it unaffordable. See Figure 8 for the detailed information.
Figure 8. Code-Recursion algorithm computation of 8-coloring 4 dimensional small
covers over 120-cell.
From Figure 8 we can see that the (3, 5, 9, 14)-coloring and (3, 5, 9, 15)-coloring cases do
contribute some new manifolds. We will say more on this later. Besides, here * represent the
case that can not be figured out by acceptable time. It is estimated from an experimental
testing that at least half a year is needed for computing the (7, 11, 13, 14)-coloring case by
our Color-Resursion algorithm. According to Theorem 2.1, the orientable Z42-colorings are
all generated in this coloring case. Thus we can not effectively obtain all the orientable small
covers over the right-angled 120-cell by this algorithm.
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4.3. A 9-colored 4-dimensional small cover over the 120-cell E. We also try another
way to construct new small covers over the right-angled 120-cell. We take the unique 5-
coloring characteristic vector and color it after freeing the fixed colors from back to front.
Namely we begin by fixing the first 119 many colors of the Garrison-Scott characteristic
vector and use the Color-Recursion algorithm to figure out all the admissible colors on the
120-th facet for searching new small covers. Later, we fix the colors of the first 118 many
facets and color the last two, ect. We conduct this procedure by computer and it is not until
we move ahead to free the colors of the facets of orders behind 33 that we obtain a new small
cover whose cardinality of the image set of the corresponding characteristic function is nine.
Theorem 1.3. Let λ59 be the Garrison-Scott coloring. With a suitable order of facets of the
120-cell E, if we fixed the image of the first 33 facets under λ59 and range over all admissible
colors in Z42 for facets from the 34-th to the 120-th, we can get exactly two small covers over
the right-angled hyperbolic 120-cell up to homeomorphism. One is the original Garrison-Scott
manifold and the other is a new 9-coloring manifold M(E , λ60).
The suitable order of facets are as shown in Table 15–17. Here the first 33-th facets have
covered exactly the first three layers of the boundary of the facet-ordered 120-cell, see Table
2. We stop here because it cost about 13 days for computer to figure out and will consume
much more time if we move ahead furtherly. Moreover, the 9-coloring characteristic function
we obtain here is actually λ60, the only one result we have obtained so far in the 9-coloring
case by the second Block-Pasting algorithm. We will say more about this in Section 6.5.
In total, we get three more new manifolds with Color-Recursion algorithm upto home-
omorphism. See Section 6 for the homeomorphism classification.
5. Block-Pasting algorithm
Now we change our scheme and invent a new algorithm. We do truncations by unit of
block and build up the truncated color vector concurrently. Then we match them up to get
a complete characteristic vector later on.
5.1. Optimized algorithm method. The new algorithm, named as Block-Pasting is
designed for solving the computing flexibility dilemma by making use of the high symmetry
of the 120-cell. For each facet Fi of an n-dimensional polytope P
n, we define the i-th block,
denoted as bi, to be the facet union consisting of Fi and all the facets adjacent to it. Moreover,
bi can be represented by an ordered set where the subscripts of its elements are increasing.
For example, for a facet-labeled dodecahedron P as shown in Figure 9,
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Figure 9. Labeled facets of dodecahedron (the numbers are the subscripts of corre-
sponding facets).
the block b1 = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6} and the block b2 = {F1, F2, F3, F4, F7, F8} are exactly
what are shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Block of two boundary pentagons F1 and F2 (the numbers are the sub-
scripts of corresponding facets).
From previous sections we know that every dodecahedral facet of the 120-cell is adjacent
to exactly 12 other dodecahedral facets. So all the 120 blocks of the 120-cell E contains 13
dodecahedral facets. See Figure 15–19 for reviewing.
Table 3. First 13 rows and 13 columns of the selected 120 permutations that permute
F1 to the original position of Fi.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
2 2 34 28 26 10 1 4 18 12 14 3 30 8
3 3 26 36 16 1 13 11 28 8 4 32 2 20
4 4 14 26 38 7 11 23 2 1 22 16 10 3
5 5 12 1 10 35 27 15 9 29 31 7 19 6
6 6 1 11 7 29 37 27 13 21 5 17 9 33
7 7 10 4 22 27 17 39 1 6 15 23 5 11
8 8 28 20 3 12 9 1 40 24 2 13 18 25
9 9 8 13 1 19 29 5 25 41 12 6 24 21
10 10 30 2 14 15 7 22 12 5 42 4 31 1
11 11 4 16 23 6 33 17 3 13 7 43 1 32
12 12 18 8 2 31 5 10 24 19 30 1 44 9
13 13 3 32 11 9 21 6 20 25 1 33 8 45
There are totally 120 many permutations in the symmetry group of the 120-cell E that
will send the facet F1 to another facet Fi, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 120. We pick one of them for
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every i. In other words, we select 120 elements from the symmetry group of the 120-cell E ,
by which the whole block b1 is transferred to another block bi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 120. This
subset of symmetry group of 120-cell can be regarded as a 120× 120 matrix where every row
representing a permutation. Only the first 13 columns are needed because we only care about
the actions of permutations on the first block b1. We now list some of that in Table 3.
Denoting ME(bi) the 13 × 13 principal minor of selecting the s-th row and s-th column
from ME , where s ∈ bi. Now with the truncated adjacent matrix ME(bi), we can construct the
truncated coloring vectors of length 13 that satisfy the non-singular condition restricted on it.
The value in the q-th position is the color of q-th facet of bi. The set of all truncated coloring
vector with respect to certain (c1, ..., ck)-coloring is called as the unfix set of bi defined on
(c1, ..., ck). We might not emphasize the added colors if there is no ambiguity. The unfix set
of bi is denoted by Bi. In particular, when the first four entries are fixed to be e1, e2, e3 and
e4, namely moduling out the GL4(Z2)-action, we obtain the fixing set of bi and is denoted
by Bi. By the former Color-Recursion algorithm, we can calculate the sets B1 and B1
according to the adjacent information given by ME(b1).
We may regard every Bi (or Bi) as a matrix. That is we place the vectors row by row
and therefore forming a l × 13 matrix which is also denoted by Bi (or Bi), where l is the
cardinality of Bi (or Bi). In the following, we do not distinguish these two viewpoints and
may refer Bi (or Bi) as both set and matrix. Form Lemma 4.1 we know that every vertex of
the 120-cell E enjoys the same stabilizer. Thus in a certain k-coloring case, the unfix color
set of all the other blocks B2, ..., B120 can be obtained from B1 by merely permutating the
columns of B1. The permutation rule with respect to certain Bi, 2 ≤ i ≤ 120, can be induced
from the adjacent matrix and the symmetry group of the 120-cell E .
For example, the subscripts of facets that adjacent to F1 and F2 are
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) and (1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 26, 28, 30, 34)
respectively. We then select a permutation in the symmetry group of the 120-cell that transfer
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) to (2, 34, 26, 14, 12, 1, 10, 28, 8, 30, 4, 18, 3).
By matching the position with the original one, we can have the unfix set of b2 by simply
rearranging the column’s order of B1. As being displayed in Table 4, the rearrange order now
is (6, 1, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 4, 12, 3, 8, 10, 2), which means the first column of matrix B2 corresponds
to the 6-th column of matrix B1, the second column of B2 corresponds to the first column of
matrix B1, ect.
Table 4. Finding the order for rearranging.
1 2 3 4 8 10 12 14 18 26 28 30 34
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
2 34 26 14 12 1 10 28 8 30 4 18 3
Similarly, we obtain all the orders of rearranging that we need to adjust Bi, 2 ≤ i ≤ 120,
from B1.
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So far we have prepared 120 sets B1, B2, ..., B120. Now we extend every l × 13 matrix
to a l×120 one by simply putting each s-th column to the position of bi(s)-th column, where
bi(s) means the s-th element in the set bi, and filling in 0 in other positions. We still use the
same notation Bi (or Bi) for the extended matrix. Furthermore, we need to paste these new
sets up to obtain complete characteristic vectors.
It should be noticed that the first set is a fixing set, which is different from other 119
ones. It means our pasting results will be the set of GL4(Z2)-equivalent representatives of
small covers over the 120-cell E defined on (c1, c2, c3, c4), where ci ∈ Z42−{0}−{e1, e2, e3, e4}.
If two block sets have same colors in the same positions, then we can paste them up by using
the same colors as linking keys. We use the dodecahedron, a 3-dimensional simple polytope,
to explain this process. Figure 11 is a projective picture of the dodecahedron. The area
circled by bold line is b1, the leading block of F1, and area circled by double line is b2, the
following block of F2. We suppose, for example, that
B1 = {x1, x2} = {(1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 2, 3, 5, 2, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)},
B2 = {y1, y2, y3} = {(1, 2, 4, 4, 0, 0, 1, 7, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 2, 4, 4, 0, 0, 6, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 0, 1, 7, 0, 0, 0, 0)}.
Because x1 have the same color with y1 and y2 on the first, second, third and fourth
facets. Thus y1 and y2 can paste to x1, forming the coloring vector (1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 1, 7, 0, 0, 0, 0)
and (1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 6, 6, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0) respectively. In contrast x2 can not be pasted with any
element of B2 for no vectors is of the color 5 on the 4-th position.
Figure 11. Pasting two colored blocks of boundary pentagons (the numbers are the
subscripts of corresponding facets).
Compared to the first algorithm, the second one is far more efficient. But it demands
huge internal storage. From experimental testing, it seems that we need at least 2000 GB
internal storage to fulfill this algorithm successively for 8-coloring 4-dimensional small covers
over the 120-cell E . So we modify some to avoid this huge internal storage dilemma.
5.2. Reordering. We start the block matching from one single element in B1 instead of
coping with the whole set at a time to release the storage stress. Moreover, in order to avoid
calculating repetition so as to lower the storage demand furtherly, we do a modification about
the matching order and list some in Table 19– Table 20 (marked by the capitalized number).
The scheme is as follow: the set b1 = {F1, F2, ..., F13} includes the first 13 facets, covering
the first two layers. We paste B2, B3, ..., B13 to B1 successively. From Table 19 we can see,
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when finishing the pasting of B13, we actually have concerned the color of the facet F45.
That means we have already reached the fourth layer. We are now going to paste the blocks
of orders from 14th to 45th. Because the set b18 has more common facets with the set
b1 ∪ b2 ∪ ... ∪ b14 than b15, b16 or b17 does, so we paste B18 after B14 rather than B15,
B16 or B17 to control the data size. By adjusting the facets’ order according the adjacent
information, we control the increasing speed of the cardinality of the result set while pasting
the blocks. In a word, we regulate the original storage increasing pattern, as shown in (1) of
Figure 12, to be the one as shown in Figure 12 (2). Therefore we lower the peak of memory
demand.
Figure 12. Patterns of increasing of demanding internal storage before and after
being reordering.
The new pasting sequence we use from B14 to B45 is as following:
(14− 18− 26− 28− 30− 34− 16− 20− 32− 36− 22− 23− 38− 15− 19− 27− 29−
31− 35− 17− 21− 33− 37− 39− 24− 25− 40− 41− 42− 43− 44− 45).
Again from the data in Table 20 we can see, when finishing pasting B45 we actually
reach the coloring of the facet F87. That means we have reached the sixth layer. Like the
former scheme we continue to paste blocks from 46th to 87th by a new order concerned with
the adjacent relation of the boundary dodecahedra of the 120-cell E . Namely we use the
pasting sequence of
(49−53−57−50−54−58−51−55−59−52−56−60−64−68−72−65−69−73−66−70−
74−67−71−75−46−61−48−63−47−62−76−77−78−79−80−81−82−83−84−85−86−87).
Obeying the same ordering manner we seek out the rest pasting sequence to be :
(96− 97− 104− 105− 100− 102− 88− 89− 101− 90− 91− 106− 107− 98− 99− 103−
92−93−94−95−108−109−110−111−112−113−114−115−116−117−118−119−120).
Moreover, we control the amount of truncated coloring vectors that being pasted simul-
taneously with the unfix set B5 to make the computation practicable. Precisely, we set up an
upper threshold as 120000 and let the result set with the number of elements larger than it be
automatically pieced into p many subsets with cardinalities all less than 120000. The number
p is the smallest satisfied integer that will be calculated by the computer automatically. The
pseudocode for the Block-Pasting algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for Block-Pasting algorithm
Input:
R: List of Reordering
D: Dataframe of serial numbers of the adjacent facets of every single facet of the right-
angled 120-cell
T : Selected 120 permutations that permute F1 to the original position of Fi.
B1: Unfix set of b1
B1: Fixing set of b1
Output:
Set of characteristic vectors satisfying nonsingularity condition
Function BlockPaste(R,D, T, B1, B1)
obtain B2 from B1 through the second permutation in T
for all i in row(B1) do
S ← i ∗B2 . here * represent the paste operation according to D
Ra−b ← the tuple consists of the elements from the a-th to the b-th in R.
for all j in R3−4 do
generate Bj from B1 through the j-th permutation in T
S ← S ∗Bj
if S = ∅ then
break
if |S| > 120000 then . 120000 is set according to the internal storage of our
machine
piece up the set S into t many subset such that the cardinality of every subset
Sk, (k = 1, 2, ..., t), is less than 120000
for all subset Sk do
for all j in R5−120 do
generate Bj and Sk ← Sk ∗Bj
if Sk = ∅ then
break
S ← ⋃Sk & save S into the“i result.txt”
if |S| ≤ 120000 then
for all j in R5−120 do
generate Bj and S ← S ∗Bj
if S = ∅ then
break
save S into the “i result.txt”
Return null
5.3. Verification and results. We have five evidences to valid our computing result:
(1) We apply the Color-Recursion algorithm to compute the GLn(Z2)-equivalent Zn2 -
coloring over the n-cube In for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The results we obtain as shown in
Table 5 coincide with the previous work of Suyong Choi [6].
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Table 5. The GL3(Z2)-equivalent Z32-coloring over the n-cube I
n
I2 I3 I4 I5 I6
3 25 543 29,281 3,781,503
(2) We apply the Color-Recursion algorithm to compute the GL3(Z2)-equivalent Z32-
coloring over Lo¨bell polytope Ln for n = 5, 6, 7. And they coincide with the results
figured out through recursive formula by Xin Fu [16] and we list them in Table 6.
Table 6. The GL3(Z2)-equivalent Z32-coloring over Lo¨bell polytope Ln
L5 L6 L7
2,165 18,073 97,454
(3) We apply the Color-Recursion algorithm to compute the GL4(Z2)-equivalent Z42-
coloring over the neighborly 4-polytope with 8 facets as shown in Table 7. The
results coincide with the previous results done by Baralic´–Milenkovic´ [2]
Table 7. The GL3(Z2)-equivalent Z32-coloring over neighborly 4-polytope with 8 facets
P 40 (8) P
4
1 (8)
7 3
(4) we have had the two algorithms mutually checked. They all give out 10 characteristic
vector in the setting of 5-coloring and shown there is no result in the {4, 6, 7}-coloring
cases. Then by comparing Figure 8 and Figure 13 we can see, these two algorithms
give the same results characteristic vectors in the cases of (3, 5, 9, 14)-coloring and
(3, 5, 9, 15)-coloring.
(5) Although we haven’t ruled out all the characteristic vector of 9-coloring setting yet,
the two algorithms both calculate out one common result as claimed in Table 12.
By means of Block-Pasting algorithm, we finally figure out the three open cases that get-
ting stuck with the first algorithm. We arrange the results into the following Figure 13. And
the number of orientable GL4(Z2)-equivalent small covers over the right-angled 120-cell with
respect to the (7, 11, 13, 14)-coloring case, is 480×128 = 61, 440. This multiplicative equation
means that there are 480 truncated coloring vectors in B1 that defined on (7, 11, 13, 14) can
be finally pasted up. Each of them equally has 128 result vectors. Moreover, we can now
easily compare the efficiency and productivity of these two algorithms through Figure 8 and
Figure 13. The second algorithm can even be 60 times faster than the first one in some cases.
Such as the (3, 5, 9, 14)-coloring case costs 2 hours now while takes 5 days by the previous
algorithm. It is mainly because after calculating the B1, the time taken by generating B2,
B3,..., B120 through permutation is completely negligible.
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Figure 13. Block-Pasting algorithm computation of 8-coloring 4-dimensional small
covers over the 120-cell.
6. 4-dimensional small covers over the 120-cell upto homeomorphism
6.1. Equivalent rigidity. Two G-manifolds M1 and M2 are DJ-equivalent if there is a
homeomorphism f : M1 →M2, for all g ∈ G and x ∈M1, existing an automorphism θ of G,
such that f(gx) = θ(g)f(x).
For an n-dimensional simple polytope P , let A = A(P ) denote the symmetry group of
P and G = GLn(Z2) to be the general linear group of degree n over Z2. Two small covers
M(P, λ) and M(P, µ) are DJ-equivalent if and only if λ = g ◦ µ ◦ a for some a ∈ A and
g ∈ GLn(Z2) [19].
For example, keeping the notation of λ1, λ2 and λ3 as defined in Section 2.2. The
manifolds M(P, λ2) and M(P, λ3) can be proved to be DJ-equivalent for λ3 = g ◦ λ2 ◦ a,
where g is a linear transformation sending the basis {e1, e2} to {e2, e1 + e2} and a ∈ A(P ) is
pi/2 planar rotation. And M(P, λ1) is different from them from the DJ-equivalent standpoint.
The inclusion relation of different classifying relations upon small covers can be depicted
as below:
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Sometimes, the DJ-equivalent might coincides with the homeomorphism. From the
Mostow Rigidity Theorem and geometric feature of hyperbolic right-angled 120-cell E , Gar-
rison and Scott have proved the following DJ-equivalent rigidity theorem.
Theorem 6.1. (Garrison-Scott [19]) Two 4-dimensional small covers over right-angled 120-
cell are homeomorphic if and only if they are DJ-equivalent.
6.2. Grouping algorithm. We now use Grouping algorithm to classify all 8-coloring 4-
dimensional small covers over the 120-cell up to homeomorphism. Form Theorem 6.1 we can
have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Two 4-dimensional hyperbolic small covers M(E , λi) and M(E , λj) over the
right-angled 120-cell E are homeomorphic if and only if λi ∈ GL4(Z2) · λj · A(E). Here
GL4(Z2) · λj · A(E) is the orbit spaces of λj under the group actions A(E) and GL4(Z2).
By an equivalent transformation, we can have the lemma below.
Lemma 6.3. Two 4-dimensional hyperbolic small covers M(E , λi) and M(E , λj) over the
right-angled 120-cell are homeomorphic if and only if λi · A(E)
⋂
GL4(Z2) · λj 6= ∅. Here
λi ·A(E) and GL4(Z2) ·λj are the orbit spaces of λi and λj under the group actions A(E) and
GL4(Z2) respectively.
Although the proof of Lemma 6.3 is quite trivial, this lemma is of great importance in
designing a practical algorithm. The homeomorphic classification problem has been reduced
to detect the intersections of some orbit spaces of different characteristic functions. We are
going to find the non-empty of intersection of two small sets base on Lemma 6.3 instead of
checking the belonging of a coloring to a big set according to Lemma 6.2 in order to reduce
the amounts of both storage and computation. Namely we use λi · A(E)
⋂
GL4(Z2) · λj 6= ∅
rather than λ1 ∈ A(E) ·λ2 ·GL4(Z2) as the basic rule in designing algorithm. For an arbitrary
characteristic function λi, the cardinalities of A(E) ·λi and GL4(Z2) ·λj are 14,400 and 20,160
respectively, which are much smaller than that of the big multiplicative one with 290,340,000
items before being duplicated. This quantity level of computation is much more accessible
and efficient in actual experiments.
6.3. DJ-equivalent class of small covers over the n-cubes In. We firstly use Grouping
algorithm to figure out the number of DJ-equivalent classes over n-cube as an experimental
testing before dealing with the 120-cell case. The n-cube is also a flag polytope and all the
intersecting information is included in the adjacent matrix.
By the Color-Recursion algorithm we can calculate that the number ofGLn(Z2)-equivalent
classes of small covers over the n-cubes In are 25, 543, 29281 where n=3, 4, 5 respectively.
This result coincides with the number of acyclic digraphs with n labeled nodes, denoted by
Rn which are counted by Robinson and Stanley, see [35] and [41]. Based on the work of
Mckay et al [31], it can be shown that the number of GLn(Z2) -equivalent classes equal the
Rn. See Section 2.1 of [6] for more detail. Besides, Lemmens has shown in [24] that the
symmetry group of n-cube In is a semi-direct product of the group Cn2 and the permutation
group Sn.
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We later use Grouping algorithm to figure out the number of DJ-equivalent classes over
n-cube and list all the related results in Table 8. The diffeomorphic classes of small covers
over n-cube is due to study of Bott manifolds by Choi, Masuda and Oum [7].
Table 8. Number of DJ-equivalent classes of small cover over the n-cube In.
n 2 3 4 ...
#GLn(Z2) 6 168 20160 ...
#A(In) 8 48 384 ...
#GLn(Z2)-equivalent 3 25 543 ...
# DJ-equivalent 2 5 19 ...
# diffeomorphic 2 4 12 ...
6.4. Homeomorphism class of 8-coloring small covers over the 120-cell E. By The-
orem 6.1, we can carry out the homeomorphic class by applying Grouping algorithm to the
GL4(Z2)-equivalent representatives that we obtained by Block-Pasting algorithm. And we
figure out two theorems below and the characteristic vectors are arranged afterwards.
Theorem 1.1. There are exactly 56 orientable small covers over the right-angled hyperbolic
120-cell up to homeomorphism.
We apply the Grouping algorithm to classify the 61,440 GL4(Z2)-equivalent classes
of (7, 11, 13, 14)-coloring by DJ-equivalent and obtain 56 many final results. They are all
orientable according to Theorem 2.1. The characteristic vectors are all of size of 1× 120 and
the 2-digit denoting forms of colors are replaced by letters successively, namely 10, 11, 12,
13, 14 and 15 are denoted by a, b, c, d, e, f respectively. For example the first result in
Table 9 actually means the characteristic vector below:
(1, 2, 4, 8, 2, 8, 4, 11, 14, 14, 7, 7, 13, 13, 1, 14, 14, 13, 4, 7, 2, 7, 2, 8, 4, 11, 13, 1, 11, 4, 8, 2, 11, 7, 7, 13, 4, 1, 11, 2,
13, 11, 1, 1, 1, 13, 2, 8, 14, 8, 7, 2, 8, 14, 4, 8, 1, 13, 8, 13, 11, 4, 14, 4, 1, 14, 8, 14, 2, 8, 14, 11, 14, 11, 7, 2, 11, 1, 1, 11,
4, 13, 7, 7, 7, 7, 13, 4, 1, 2, 11, 8, 8, 7, 11, 2, 14, 4, 1, 13, 7, 11, 13, 13, 4, 14, 2, 14, 2, 4, 4, 8, 13, 2, 14, 11, 1, 1, 8, 7)
Which means, for example, the first 13 facets are colored by 1, 2, 4, 8, 2, 8, 4, 11, 14, 14, 7, 7, 13
respectively. All the 56 orientable characteristic vectors are arranged in Table 9 below.
Readers can get a closed orientable hyperbolic 4-manifold with this vector and Table 15–17.
Table 9. All orientable small covers over the right-angled hyperbolic 120-cell
E up to homeomorphism.
1248284bee77dd1eed4727284bd1b482b77d41b2 1248284bee77dd1eed4727284bd1b482b77d41b2
1 db111d28e8728e481d8db4e41e8e28ebeb72b11b 2 db111d2e8e72e8481d8db48418ee2e8beb72b11b
4d7777d412b887b2e41d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4d7777d412b887b2e41d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4727284bb1d482b77d41d2 1248284bee77dd1eed4727284bb1d482b77d41d2
3 bb111b28e8728e481d8dd4e41e8e28ebeb72b11d 4 bb111b2e8e72e8481d8dd48418ee2e8beb72b11d
4b7777d412b887b2e41b7ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4b7777d412b887b2e41b7ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
25
1248284bee77dd1eed4747282bd1b482b77d21b4 1248284bee77dd1eed4747282bd1b482b77d21b4
5 db111d28e8748e481d8db4e21e8e28ebeb74b11b 6 db111d2e8e74e8481d8db48218ee2e8beb74b11b
2d7777d212b887b4e41d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2d7777d212b887b4e41d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4747282bd1b482b77d21b4 1248284bee77dd1eed4747282bd1b482b77d21b4
7 db111d28e8748e481d8db4e21e8e28ebeb74b11b 8 db111d2e8e74e8481d8db48218ee2e8beb74b11b
2d7777d212b887b4e41d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2d7777d212b887b4e41d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4e17287bd8b482be7d71b1 1248284bee77dd1eed4e17287bb8d482be7d71d1
9 db118d24247142488d8db427124e242bebe1b18b 10 bb118b22427124488d8dd447142e224bebe1b18d
7d7e77d782b887b1e41debdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7b7e77d782b887b1e41beddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4e17287bb8d482be7d71d1 1248284bee77dd1eed4e77281bd8b482be7d11b7
11 bb118b24247142488d8dd427124e242bebe1b18d 12 db118d22427724488d8db441142e224bebe7b18b
7b7e77d782b887b1e41beddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 1d7e77d182b887b7e41debdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4e77281bd8b482be7d11b7 1248284bee77dd1eed4e77281bb8d482be7d11d7
13 db118d24247742488d8db421124e242bebe7b18b 14 bb118b22427724488d8dd441142e224bebe7b18d
1d7e77d182b887b7e41debdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 1b7e77d182b887b7e41beddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4127284bd7b482b17d41b2 1248284bee77dd1eed4127284bb7d482b17d41d2
15 db117d2e8e72e8487d8db48418ee2e8beb12b17b 16 bb117b28e8728e487d8dd4e41e8e28ebeb12b17d
4d7177d472b887b2e41d1bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4b7177d472b887b2e41b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4127284bb7d482b17d41d2 1248284bee77dd1eed4147282bd7b482b17d21b4
17 bb117b2e8e72e8487d8dd48418ee2e8beb12b17d 18 db117d28e8748e487d8db4e21e8e28ebeb14b17b
4b7177d472b887b2e41b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2d7177d272b887b4e41d1bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4147282bd7b482b17d21b4 1248284bee77dd1eed4147282bb7d482b17d21d4
19 db117d2e8e74e8487d8db48218ee2e8beb14b17b 20 bb117b28e8748e487d8dd4e21e8e28ebeb14b17d
2d7177d272b887b4e41d1bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2b7177d272b887b4e41b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4147282bb7d482b17d21d4 1248284bee77dd1eed4817287bdeb482b87d71b1
21 bb117b2e8e74e8487d8dd48218ee2e8beb14b17d 22 db11ed2242712448ed8db447142e224beb81b1eb
2b7177d272b887b4e41b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7d7877d7e2b887b1e41d8bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4817287bbed482b87d71d1 1248284bee77dd1eed4817287bbed482b87d71d1
23 bb11eb2242712448ed8dd447142e224beb81b1ed 24 bb11eb2424714248ed8dd427124e242beb81b1ed
7b7877d7e2b887b1e41b8ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7b7877d7e2b887b1e41b8ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd1eed4877281bdeb482b87d11b7 1248284bee77dd1eed4877281bbed482b87d11d7
25 db11ed2242772448ed8db441142e224beb87b1eb 26 bb11eb2242772448ed8dd441142e224beb87b1ed
1d7877d1e2b887b7e41d8bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 1b7877d1e2b887b7e41b8ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4721284bd1b482b71d47b2 1248284bee77dd7eed4721284bd1b482b71d47b2
27 db111d28e8128e481d8db4e47e8e28ebeb72b71b 28 db111d2e8e12e8481d8db48478ee2e8beb72b71b
4d1777d412b881b2e47d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4d1777d412b881b2e47d7bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4721284bb1d482b71d47d2 1248284bee77dd7eed4e11287bd8b482be1d77b1
29 bb111b2e8e12e8481d8dd48478ee2e8beb72b71d 30 db118d22421124488d8db447742e224bebe1b78b
4b1777d412b881b2e47b7ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7d1e77d782b881b1e47debdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4e11287bd8b482be1d77b1 1248284bee77dd7eed4e11287bb8d482be1d77d1
26
31 db118d24241142488d8db427724e242bebe1b78b 32 bb118b22421124488d8dd447742e224bebe1b78d
7d1e77d782b881b1e47debdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7b1e77d782b881b1e47beddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4e71281bb8d482be1d17d7 1248284bee77dd7eed4121284bd7b482b11d47b2
33 bb118b22421724488d8dd441742e224bebe7b78d 34 db117d2e8e12e8487d8db48478ee2e8beb12b77b
1b1e77d182b881b7e47beddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4d1177d472b881b2e47d1bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4121284bb7d482b11d47d2 1248284bee77dd7eed4141282bd7b482b11d27b4
35 bb117b2e8e12e8487d8dd48478ee2e8beb12b77d 36 db117d28e8148e487d8db4e27e8e28ebeb14b77b
4b1177d472b881b2e47b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2d1177d272b881b4e47d1bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4141282bd7b482b11d27b4 1248284bee77dd7eed4141282bb7d482b11d27d4
37 db117d2e8e14e8487d8db48278ee2e8beb14b77b 38 bb117b28e8148e487d8dd4e27e8e28ebeb14b77d
2d1177d272b881b4e47d1bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2b1177d272b881b4e47b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4141282bb7d482b11d27d4 1248284bee77dd7eed4811287bbed482b81d77d1
39 bb117b2e8e14e8487d8dd48278ee2e8beb14b77d 40 bb11eb2424114248ed8dd427724e242beb81b7ed
2b1177d272b881b4e47b1ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7b1877d7e2b881b1e47b8ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4871281bdeb482b81d17b7 1248284bee77dd7eed4871281bdeb482b81d17b7
41 db11ed2242172448ed8db441742e224beb87b7eb 42 db11ed2424174248ed8db421724e242beb87b7eb
1d1877d1e2b881b7e47d8bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187 1d1877d1e2b881b7e47d8bdd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77dd7eed4871281bbed482b81d17d7 1248284bee77db1eed4727284dd1b482b77b41b2
43 bb11eb2242172448ed8dd441742e224beb87b7ed 44 dd111d2e8e72e8481b8db48418ee2e8bed72d11b
1b1877d1e2b881b7e47b8ddd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4d7777b412b887d2e41d7bbd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77db1eed4e17287dd8b482be7b71b1 1248284bee77db1eed4e17287dd8b482be7b71b1
45 dd118d22427124488b8db447142e224bede1d18b 46 dd118d24247142488b8db427124e242bede1d18b
7d7e77b782b887d1e41debbd4e2e2448d2eb1187 7d7e77b782b887d1e41debbd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77db1eed4e17287db8d482be7b71d1 1248284bee77db1eed4127284dd7b482b17b41b2
47 bd118b22427124488b8dd447142e224bede1d18d 48 dd117d2e8e72e8487b8db48418ee2e8bed12d17b
7b7e77b782b887d1e41bedbd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4d7177b472b887d2e41d1bbd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77db1eed4817287dbed482b87b71d1 1248284bee77db1eed4877281dbed482b87b11d7
49 bd11eb2242712448eb8dd447142e224bed81d1ed 50 bd11eb2424774248eb8dd421124e242bed87d1ed
7b7877b7e2b887d1e41b8dbd4e2e2448d2eb1187 1b7877b1e2b887d7e41b8dbd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77db7eed4721284db1d482b71b47d2 1248284bee77db7eed4741282db1d482b71b27d4
51 bd111b2e8e12e8481b8dd48478ee2e8bed72d71d 52 bd111b28e8148e481b8dd4e27e8e28ebed74d71d
4b1777b412b881d2e47b7dbd4e2e2448d2eb1187 2b1777b212b881d4e47b7dbd4e2e2448d2eb1187
1248284bee77db7eed4e11287dd8b482be1b77b1 1248284bee77db7eed4121284db7d482b11b47d2
53 dd118d24241142488b8db427724e242bede1d78b 54 bd117b2e8e12e8487b8dd48478ee2e8bed12d77d
7d1e77b782b881d1e47debbd4e2e2448d2eb1187 4b1177b472b881d2e47b1dbd4e2e2448d2eb1187
124828eed4bb7bde4872b1248d771e8d21b8d7bd 12482d48be77e1bebe4d2d2d471b74828dd14b72
55 27111d2e4e21e448d17e784b84e2ee44db7721b8 56 1711b128e8d28e4db18e74e4be8b28e8e7d27bb7
71dbbbd18d2e4712e8bbdd787242e887442d11eb 41dd7714b28d8d72b4b1d71e4e2b244de2e81187
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Then we apply the Grouping algorithm to classify other 80 GL4(Z2)-equivalent classes
of 4-dimensional small covers over the right-angled 120-cell up to homeomorphism. They are
all non-orientable according to Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 1.2. There are exactly two 8-coloring non-orientable small covers over the right-
angled hyperbolic 120-cell up to homeomorphism.
The result characteristic vectors are arranged in Table 10 and the same denotation forms
appeal.
Table 10. 8-coloring non-orientable small covers over the 120-cell E .
1248285e4ee9351324e1e21181e911481e9e5e82 124827b8fff4217d2f8f1d11bf11b811b4f7fbfd
57 384245e395511e9e33195e31559e9e191335e9e3 58 d47278fd8417f1fb2d418fd7148bf1f14d2f7f4d
28e4248e1e42315811219e1184184224e5839ee1 dfb72741f8f2d71b11db11fb1187422f8b824ff1
For further study on the small covers over the 120-cell in next section, we also list here
the unique, up to homeomorphism, 5-coloring characteristic vector in Table 11, which was
first found by Garrison-Scott [19].
Table 11. The unique 5-coloring small covers over the 120-cell E .
12482848fff421822f8f12114f11481144f8f4f2
59 248288f28418f1f422418f281484f1f1422f8f42
2f482841f8f22814112411f41188422f84824ff1
6.5. 9-coloring small covers over 120-cell E. When considering the 9-coloring case, the
computation turns out to be far away from realizing for today laptop. We arrange the com-
putation details in Figure 14. So far we can only announce that the 9-coloring characteristic
functions exists only within the following three cases of added colors:
(3, 5, 9, 14, 15), (3, 7, 11, 13, 14), (7, 11, 13, 14, 15).
Therefore, if λ : F(E) → Z42 gives a 9-coloring 4-dimensional small cover, then Im(λ) −
{1, 2, 4, 8} is a subset of {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15} up to GL4(Z2)-equivalent. The only 9-
coloring result we have found so far is as shown in Table 12, which is also the result color we
obtain in Section 4.3 by Color-Recursion algorithm. It has the same colors with the 5-coloring
result vectors listed in Table 11 on the first 33 facets.
Table 12. Known 9-coloring small cover over right-angled 120-cell E .
12482848fff421822f8f12114f11481144f8f4f2
60 248289e39519e1e533519e391595e1e1533f8f42
2f482841f8f22814112411f41188422f84824ff1
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Figure 14. Block-Pasting algorithm computation of 9-coloring 4-dimensional small
covers over the 120-cell.
Therefore, we find out totally 59 new characteristic functions of small covers over the
120-cell right now. We use M(E , λi), abbreviated as Mi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 60, to denote the
corresponding 60 known small covers over the 120-cell E . These notations appeal in Theorem
1.4.
7. Intersection forms of H4-manifolds
Davis and Januszkiewicz have proven that the Z2-coefficient cohomology groups of a
small cover depend only on the orbit polytope and the corresponding characteristic function
[13]. In 2013, Li Cai gave a method to calculate the Z-coefficient cohomology groups of the
real moment-angle manifold over a simplicial complex K [4]. Based on the work of Cai and
Suciu-Trevisanon’s result on rational homology groups of real toric manifolds [42, 43], Choi
and Park then gave a formula of the cohomology groups of real toric manifolds [8], which can
also be viewed as a combinatorial version of Hochster Theorem [21].
Let K be a simplicial complex on [m]. Defining a bijective map ϕ : Zm2 −→ 2[m] such that
the i-th entry of v ∈ Zm2 is nonzero if and only if i ∈ ϕ(v), where 2[m] denotes the power set of
[m]. Let λ be a Zn2 -coloring characteristic function and Λ(n×m) = (λ(F1), λ(F2), . . . , λ(Fm))
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is the corresponding characteristic matrix. We denote rowΛ to be the Z2-space generated
by the n rows of Λ, namely the row space of the characteristic matrix Λ. Then we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 7.1. (Choi-Park [8]) For a coefficient ring G,
Hp(M(K,λ);G) ∼= ⊕
ϕ−1(ω)∈rowΛ, ω⊆[m]
H˜p−1(Kω;G),
where Kω is the full sub-complex of K by restricting to ω ⊂ [m]. In particular,
βi(M(K,λ);G) =
∑
ω∈rowΛ
β˜i−1(Kω;G),
where β−1(Kω) =
{
1 if Kω = ∅,
0 if otherwise
is defined particularly.
Here every full-subcomplex Kω is represented by a vector ϕ
−1(ω), which is actually an
element of the row space rowΛ. Such kind of vector is called the representative of Kω.
Moreover, manifolds admitting locally standard Zk2-actions and having a simple polytope
as orbit space form a family wider than small covers. They are named as real toric manifolds
over the orbit polytope and they have the so-called real moment-angled manifold as a common
finite cover. Theorem 7.1 can be also applied to those manifolds. There is a canonical way
to constructing a natural Z52-extension δ from a non-orientable Z42-coloring λ such that the
real toric manifold M(E , δ) is the orientable double cover of the non-orientable small cover
M(E , λ). See [27] for more details. We thus have four natural Z52-extensions δ57, δ58, δ59 and
δ60 of the non-orientable Z42-colorings λ57, λ58, λ59 and λ60 respectively. We use M(E , δi),
abbreviated as M˜i, to denote the corresponding real toric manifold, where 57 ≤ i ≤ 60. These
notations appeal in Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 (homology group part): By Theorem 7.1, we can calculate
the first Betti numbers of the known 60 small covers M(E , λi) through the row space of its
characteristic matrix. It is figured out that each subcomplex Kωi of every small cover, where
i is an interger range from 1 to 15, has at most one connected component. Thus the first
Betti numbers are all zero.
Next, we continue using Theorem 7.1 to calculate the first Betti numbers of the four
orientable real toric manifold M˜57, M˜58, M˜59 and M˜60. They are all contributed by the 31
non-trivial elements in the corresponding row space.
Table 13. β1 of M(E , δi)
i
β˜0(j) j
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 β1
57 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 51
58 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 51
59 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 23 0 0 23 0 23 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115
60 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 23 0 0 7 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51
Here β˜0(j) equals the 0-th Betti number of the j-th full sub-complex Kωj , β
1 is the first
Betti number of the manifold M(E , δi) and i is the serial numbers of characteristic vectors
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as claimed before. We detail the calculation of zeroth Betti number of the full sub-complex
Kω5 of λ60 as an example, which is the first full sub-complex with non-trivial reduced zeroth
homology group.
The row vector corresponds to Kω5 of λ60 is
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0).
The orders of facets that being selected by the non-trivial entries are
(9, 10, 11, 18, 20, 26, 35, 37, 39, 46, 48, 49, 50, 52, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68, 73, 74, 75, 76,
78, 82, 89, 91, 103, 112, 118, 119).
From the adjacent matrix ME we can figure out that there are totally eight connected
components furthermore. That means the reduced zeroth Betti number of Kω5 is 7 as shown
in Table 13. We give out the eight groups of facets with respect to the eight connected
components in Table 14.
Table 14. orders of facet with respect to 8 connected components of Kω5
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
orders of 18, 20, 26, 48, 49, 35, 37, 39, 46, 50,
included 9 10 11 57, 59, 61, 64, 66, 52, 56, 58, 63, 67 112 118 119
facets 68, 74, 76, 78, 82 73, 75, 89, 91, 103
With Proposition VII.1.3 in [44], Corollary 1.6 in [5] and Theorem 3.1 of [13], we then
finish the homology part of the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Furthermore, by the Hirzebruch signature formula, every closed oriented hyperbolic
four-manifold has zero signature, so a hyperbolic closed 4-manifold M has intersection form
of
⊕k
(
0 1
1 0
)
or ⊕k(1)⊕k (−1).
The Davis manifold M∗ constructed by M. Davis in [12] is a hyperbolic 4-manifold
obtained from gluing 2pi5 -angled 120-cell. From the characteristic number χ(M
∗) = 26, the
volume of M∗ can also be figured out immediately by Gauss-Bonnet formula as well. More-
over, Ratcliffe and Tschantz calculated the homology of the Davis manifold and it turns out
to be the first example of H4-manifold with even intersection form [34].
As for the real toric manifold, Choi and Park have studied the multiplication structure
of its cohomology ring in [9]. Let R be a commutative ring in which 2 is a unit. In particular,
we can take R to be the ring of rationals. Without specific claim, the coefficient rings of
the cohomologies concerned in the following are always R. let R〈u1, ..., um; t1, ..., tm〉 be the
differential free Q-algebra with 2m generators such that deg ui = 1, deg ti = 0, dui = 0,
dti = ui and the differential d satisfies the Leibniz rule d(ab) = da · b + (1)deg adb for any
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homogeneous elements a and b. We denote by R the quotient of R〈u1, ..., um; t1, ..., tm〉 under
the following relations
uiui = 0, uiti = ui, tiui = ui, titi = 1, uiuj = ujui, uitj = tjui, titj = tjti,
for i, j = 1, ...,m and i 6= j. Using the notation uσ (respectively, tσ) for the monomial
ui1 ...uik (respectively, ti1 ...tik) where σ = {i1, ..., ik}, i1 < ... < ik, is a subset of [m]. The
Stanley-Reisner ideal I is the ideal generated by all square-free monomials uσ such that σ is
not a simplex of K. We write the quotient algebra RK := R/I. Then we have the following
theorem:
Theorem 7.2. (Cai-Park [9]) There are (Z⊕rowΛ)-graded R-algebra isomorphisms
H∗(M) ∼= H(RK |rowΛ, d) ∼= ⊕
ω∈rowΛ
H˜∗−1(Kω),
where RK |rowΛ is the sub-algebra of RK generated by uσtω\σ such that ω ∈ rowΛ and the
product structure on ⊕
ω∈rowΛ
H˜∗−1(Kω) is given by the canonical maps
H˜k−1(Kω1)⊗ H˜ l−1(Kω2)→ H˜k+l−1(Kω1+ω2),
which are induced by simplicial maps Kω1+ω2 → Kω1 ? Kω2 , when ? denotes the simplicial
joint.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 (intersection form part): From Theorem 7.2 we can see, if
α ∈ Hp−1(Kω1) and β ∈ Hq−1(Kω2), the cup product α ∪ β is in Hp+q−1(Kω1+ω2). And the
characteristic function is binary, namely the entries are squared to be zero. Then it can be
inferred that all the 4-dimensional toric manifolds, namely the orbit spaces of moment-angle
manifolds under some Zk2 free action, have the zero elements in the diagonals of the matrices
of intersection form. Therefore they all have the even form. Specially the small covers we
construct above are members of this family. Moreover, the intersection form Q(Mi) is even,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 56, can also be proved by Theorem 3.1 of [13]. 
It is still open for the existence of closed orientable hyperbolic 4-manifold with odd
intersection form.
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Appendices
Table 15
1 F1 (1, 0, 0, 0)
F2
1
2
(φ, 0, φ−1, 1)
F3
1
2
(φ, 0, −φ−1, 1)
F4
1
2
(φ, 1, 0, φ−1)
F5
1
2
(φ, 0, φ−1, −1)
F6
1
2
(φ, 0, −φ−1, −1)
2 F7
1
2
(φ, 1, 0, −φ−1)
F8
1
2
(φ, −1, 0, φ−1)
F9
1
2
(φ, −1, 0, −φ−1)
F10
1
2
(φ, φ−1, 1, 0)
F11
1
2
(φ, φ−1, −1, 0)
F12
1
2
(φ, −φ−1, 1, 0)
F13
1
2
(φ, −φ−1, −1, 0)
F14
1
2
(1, 1, 1, 1)
F15
1
2
(1, 1, 1, −1)
F16
1
2
(1, 1, −1, 1)
F17
1
2
(1, 1, −1, −1)
F18
1
2
(1, −1, 1, 1)
F19
1
2
(1, −1, 1, −1)
F20
1
2
(1, −1, −1, 1)
F21
1
2
(1, −1, −1, −1)
F22
1
2
(1, φ, φ−1, 0)
F23
1
2
(1, φ, −φ−1, 0)
3 F24
1
2
(1, −φ, φ−1, 0)
F25
1
2
(1, −φ, −φ−1, 0)
F26
1
2
(1, φ−1, 0, φ)
F27
1
2
(1, φ−1, 0, −φ)
F28
1
2
(1, −φ−1, 0, φ)
F29
1
2
(1, −φ−1, 0, −φ)
F30
1
2
(1, 0, φ, φ−1)
F31
1
2
(1, 0, φ, −φ−1)
F32
1
2
(1, 0, −φ, φ−1)
F33
1
2
(1, 0, −φ, −φ−1)
F34
1
2
(φ−1, 0, 1, φ)
F35
1
2
(φ−1, 0, 1, −φ)
F36
1
2
(φ−1, 0, −1, φ)
F37
1
2
(φ−1, 0, −1, −φ)
F38
1
2
(φ−1, φ, 0, 1)
F39
1
2
(φ−1, φ, 0, −1)
4 F40
1
2
(φ−1, −φ, 0, 1)
F41
1
2
(φ−1, −φ, 0, −1)
F42
1
2
(φ−1, 1, φ, 0)
F43
1
2
(φ−1, 1, −φ, 0)
F44
1
2
(φ−1, −1, φ, 0)
F45
1
2
(φ−1, −1, −φ, 0)
Table 16
F46 (0, 1, 0, 0)
F47 (0, 0, 1, 0)
F48 (0, 0, 0, 1)
F49
1
2
(0, 1, φ−1, φ)
F50
1
2
(0, 1, φ−1, −φ)
F51
1
2
(0, 1, −φ−1, φ)
F52
1
2
(0, 1, −φ−1, −φ)
F53
1
2
(0, φ, 1, φ−1)
F54
1
2
(0, φ, 1, −φ−1)
F55
1
2
(0, φ, −1, φ−1)
F56
1
2
(0, φ, −1, −φ−1)
F57
1
2
(0, φ−1, φ, 1)
F58
1
2
(0, φ−1, φ, −1)
F59
1
2
(0, φ−1, −φ, 1)
F60
1
2
(0, φ−1, −φ, −1)
5 F61 (0, −1, 0, 0)
F62 (0, 0, −1, 0)
F63 (0, 0, 0, −1)
F64
1
2
(0, −1, φ−1, φ)
F65
1
2
(0, −1, φ−1, −φ)
F66
1
2
(0, −1, −φ−1, φ)
F67
1
2
(0, −1, −φ−1, −φ)
F68
1
2
(0, −φ, 1, φ−1)
F69
1
2
(0, −φ, 1, −φ−1)
F70
1
2
(0, −φ, −1, φ−1)
F71
1
2
(0, −φ, −1, −φ−1)
F72
1
2
(0, −φ−1, φ, 1)
F73
1
2
(0, −φ−1, φ, −1)
F74
1
2
(0, −φ−1, −φ, 1)
F75
1
2
(0, −φ−1, −φ, −1)
F76
1
2
(−φ−1, 0, 1, φ)
F77
1
2
(−φ−1, 0, 1, −φ)
F78
1
2
(−φ−1, 0, −1, φ)
F79
1
2
(−φ−1, 0, −1, −φ)
F80
1
2
(−φ−1, φ, 0, 1)
F81
1
2
(−φ−1, φ, 0, −1)
6 F82
1
2
(−φ−1, −φ, 0, 1)
F83
1
2
(−φ−1, −φ, 0, −1)
F84
1
2
(−φ−1, 1, φ, 0)
F85
1
2
(−φ−1, 1, −φ, 0)
F86
1
2
(−φ−1, −1, φ, 0)
F87
1
2
(−φ−1, −1, −φ, 0)
Table 17
F88
1
2
(−1, 1, 1, 1)
F89
1
2
(−1, 1, 1, −1)
F90
1
2
(−1, 1, −1, 1)
F91
1
2
(−1, 1, −1, −1)
F92
1
2
(−1, −1, 1, 1)
F93
1
2
(−1, −1, 1, −1)
F94
1
2
(−1, −1, −1, 1)
F95
1
2
(−1, −1, −1, −1)
F96
1
2
(−1, φ, φ−1, 0)
F97
1
2
(−1, φ, −φ−1, 0)
7 F98
1
2
(−1, −φ, φ−1, 0)
F99
1
2
(−1, −φ, −φ−1, 0)
F100
1
2
(−1, φ−1, 0, φ)
F101
1
2
(−1, φ−1, 0, −φ)
F102
1
2
(−1, −φ−1, 0, φ)
F103
1
2
(−1, −φ−1, 0, −φ)
F104
1
2
(−1, 0, φ, φ−1)
F105
1
2
(−1, 0, φ, −φ−1)
F106
1
2
(−1, 0, −φ, φ−1)
F107
1
2
(−1, 0, −φ, −φ−1)
F108
1
2
(−φ, 0, φ−1, 1)
F109
1
2
(−φ, 0, φ−1, −1)
F110
1
2
(−φ, 0, −φ−1, 1)
F111
1
2
(−φ, 0, −φ−1, −1)
F112
1
2
(−φ, 1, 0, φ−1)
8 F113
1
2
(−φ, 1, 0, −φ−1)
F114
1
2
(−φ, −1, 0, φ−1)
F115
1
2
(−φ, −1, 0, −φ−1)
F116
1
2
(−φ, φ−1, 1, 0)
F117
1
2
(−φ, φ−1, −1, 0)
F118
1
2
(−φ, −φ−1, 1, 0)
F119
1
2
(−φ, −φ−1, −1, 0)
9 F120 (−1, 0, 0, 0)
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Figure 15. M11(= M99) and M12
Figure 16. M22, M23 and M24
Figure 17. M33, M34 and M35
Figure 18. M44, M45 and M46
36
Figure 19. M55, M56 and M57
Figure 20. M66, M67 and M68
Figure 21. M77 and M78
Figure 22. M88, M89
37
Table 18. Classification of k-coloring and representatives
k # representative representatives of added color
5 3 (3), (7), (15)
6 7 (3,5), (3,7), (3,12), (3,13), (3,15), (7,11), (7,15)
(3,5,6), (3,5,7), (3,5,9), (3,5,10), (3,5,11), (3,5,14),
7 16 (3,5,15), (3,7,11), (3,7,12), (3,7,13), (3,7,15)
(3,12,15), (3,13,14), (3,13,15), (7,11,13), (7,11,15)
(3,5,6,7), (3,5,6,9), (3,5,6,11), (3,5,6,15), (3,5,7,9),
(3,5,7,10), (3,5,7,11), (3,5,7,14), (3,5,7,15), (3,5,9,14),
(3,5,9,15), (3,5,10,12), (3,5,10,13), (3,5,10,15), (3,5,11,13),
8 28 (3,5,11,14), (3,5,11,15), (3,5,14,15), (3,7,11,12), (3,7,11,13),
(3,7,11,15), (3,7,12,13), (3,7,12,15), (3,7,13,14), (3,7,13,15),
(3,13,14,15), (7,11,13,14), (7,11,13,15)
(3,5,6,7,9), (3,5,6,7,11), (3,5,6,7,15), (3,5,6,9,10), (3,5,6,9,11),
(3,5,6,9,14), (3,5,6,9,15), (3,5,6,11,13), (3,5,6,11,15),
(3,5,7,9,11), (3,5,7,9,14), (3,5,7,9,15), (3,5,7,10,11), (3,5,7,10,12),
(3,5,7,10,13), (3,5,7,10,14), (3,5,7,10,15), (3,5,7,11,13),
9 35 (3,5,7,11,14), (3,5,7,11,15), (3,5,7,14,15), (3,5,9,14,15),
(3,5,10,12,15), (3,5,10,13,14), (3,5,10,13,15), (3,5,11,13,14),
(3,5,11,13,15), (3,5,11,14,15), (3,7,11,12,13), (3,7,11,12,15),
(3,7,11,13,14), (3,7,11,13,15), (3,7,12,13,15), (3,7,13,14,15),
(7,11,13,14,15)
(3,5,6,7,9,10), (3,5,6,7,9,11), (3,5,6,7,9,14), (3,5,6,7,9,15),
(3,5,6,7,11,13), (3,5,6,7,11,15), (3,5,6,9,10,12), (3,5,6,9,10,13),
(3,5,6,9,10,15), (3,5,6,9,11,13), (3,5,6,9,11,14), (3,5,6,9,11,15),
(3,5,6,9,14,15), (3,5,6,11,13,14), (3,5,6,11,13,15), (3,5,7,9,11,13),
10 35 (3,5,7,9,11,14), (3,5,7,9,11,15), (3,5,7,9,14,15), (3,5,7,10,11,12),
(3,5,7,10,11,13), (3,5,7,10,11,15), (3,5,7,10,12,14),
(3,5,7,10,12,15), (3,5,7,10,13,14), (3,5,7,10,13,15),
(3,5,7,10,14,15), (3,5,7,11,13,14), (3,5,7,11,13,15),
(3,5,7,11,14,15), (3,5,10,13,14,15), (3,5,11,13,14,15),
(3,7,11,12,13,14), (3,7,11,12,13,15), (3,7,11,13,14,15)
(3,5,6,7,9,10,11), (3,5,6,7,9,10,12), (3,5,6,7,9,10,13),
(3,5,6,7,9,10,15), (3,5,6,7,9,11,13), (3,5,6,7,9,11,14),
(3,5,6,7,9,11,15), (3,5,6,7,9,14,15), (3,5,6,7,11,13,14),
(3,5,6,7,11,13,15), (3,5,6,9,10,12,15), (3,5,6,9,10,13,14),
11 28 (3,5,6,9,10,13,15), (3,5,6,9,11,13,14), (3,5,6,9,11,13,15),
(3,5,6,9,11,14,15), (3,5,6,11,13,14,15), (3,5,7,9,11,13,14),
(3,5,7,9,11,13,15), (3,5,7,9,11,14,15), (3,5,7,10,11,12,13),
(3,5,7,10,11,12,15), (3,5,7,10,11,13,14), (3,5,7,10,11,13,15),
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(3,5,7,10,12,14,15), (3,5,7,10,13,14,15), (3,5,7,11,13,14,15),
(3,7,11,12,13,14,15), (3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12),
(3,5,6,7,9,10,11,13), (3,5,6,7,9,10,12,15), (3,5,6,7,9,10,13,14),
(3,5,6,7,9,10,13,15), (3,5,6,7,9,11,13,14), (3,5,6,7,9,11,13,15),
12 16 (3,5,6,7,9,11,14,15), (3,5,6,7,11,13,14,15), (3,5,6,9,10,13,14,15),
(3,5,6,9,11,13,14,15), (3,5,7,9,11,13,14,15), (3,5,7,10,11,12,13,14),
(3,5,7,10,11,12,13,15), (3,5,7,10,11,13,14,15)
(3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13), (3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,15),
(3,5,6,7,9,10,11,13,14), (3,5,6,7,9,10,11,13,15),
13 7 (3,5,6,7,9,10,13,14,15), (3,5,6,7,9,11,13,14,15),
(3,5,7,10,11,12,13,14,15)
(3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,14), (3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,15),
14 3 (3,5,6,7,9,10,11,13,14,15)
15 1 (3,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15)
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Table 19
No. No. of adjacent facets
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
2 1 2 3 4 8 10 12 14 18 26 28 30 34
3 1 2 3 4 8 11 13 16 20 26 28 32 36
4 1 2 3 4 7 10 11 14 16 22 23 26 38
5 1 5 6 7 9 10 12 15 19 27 29 31 35
6 1 5 6 7 9 11 13 17 21 27 29 33 37
7 1 4 5 6 7 10 11 15 17 22 23 27 39
8 1 2 3 8 9 12 13 18 20 24 25 28 40
9 1 5 6 8 9 12 13 19 21 24 25 29 41
10 1 2 4 5 7 10 12 14 15 22 30 31 42
11 1 3 4 6 7 11 13 16 17 23 32 33 43
12 1 2 5 8 9 10 12 18 19 24 30 31 44
13 1 3 6 8 9 11 13 20 21 25 32 33 45
Table 20
No. No. of adjacent facets
14 2 4 10 14 22 26 30 34 38 42 49 53 57
15 5 7 10 15 22 27 31 35 39 42 50 54 58
16 3 4 11 16 23 26 32 36 38 43 51 55 59
17 6 7 11 17 23 27 33 37 39 43 52 56 60
18 2 8 12 18 24 28 30 34 40 44 64 68 72
19 5 9 12 19 24 29 31 35 41 44 65 69 73
20 3 8 13 20 25 28 32 36 40 45 66 70 74
21 6 9 13 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 67 71 75
22 4 7 10 14 15 22 23 38 39 42 46 57 58
23 4 7 11 16 17 22 23 38 39 43 46 59 60
24 8 9 12 18 19 24 25 40 41 44 61 72 73
25 8 9 13 20 21 24 25 40 41 45 61 74 75
26 2 3 4 14 16 26 28 34 36 38 48 49 51
27 5 6 7 15 17 27 29 35 37 39 50 52 63
28 2 3 8 18 20 26 28 34 36 40 48 64 66
29 5 6 9 19 21 27 29 35 37 41 63 65 67
30 2 10 12 14 18 30 31 34 42 44 47 53 68
31 5 10 12 15 19 30 31 35 42 44 47 54 69
32 3 11 13 16 20 32 33 36 43 45 55 62 70
33 6 11 13 17 21 32 33 37 43 45 56 62 71
34 2 14 18 26 28 30 34 48 49 53 64 68 76
35 5 15 19 27 29 31 35 50 54 63 65 69 77
36 3 16 20 26 28 32 36 48 51 55 66 70 78
37 6 17 21 27 29 33 37 52 56 63 67 71 79
38 4 14 16 22 23 26 38 46 49 51 57 59 80
39 7 15 17 22 23 27 39 46 50 52 58 60 81
40 8 18 20 24 25 28 40 61 64 66 72 74 82
41 9 19 21 24 25 29 41 61 65 67 73 75 83
42 10 14 15 22 30 31 42 47 53 54 57 58 84
43 11 16 17 23 32 33 43 55 56 59 60 62 85
44 12 18 19 24 30 31 44 47 68 69 72 73 86
45 13 20 21 25 32 33 45 62 70 71 74 75 87
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